FACTS AND FIGURES TO SHARE WITH YOUR CONTINGENT...

Jamboree Flash Update

Special Needs Services

The World Scout Jamboree is the largest and most important event organized by WOSM. Every participant will enjoy many activities and programs, meet new friends, and learn about other cultures from all over the world.

The jamboree organizers believe every participant, unit leader and IST should have an equal opportunity to enjoy the jamboree.

The Special Needs Services Team in Contingent Support, located in the World Scout Center, is here to help and to support the participants, unit leaders and ISTs who may need extra help with mobility and other special requirements.

During the jamboree, there will be shuttles moving between base camps, World Point and various program areas. If you are able to take the shuttle, please do so.

Our scope of work will be special transportation, accommodation improvements or modifications and solve any issues special needs participants, unit leaders and ISTs may face. We will make special needs participants feel they are an important part of this jamboree.

We need your information so that we will be able to help you.

We still do not have much information from each contingent regarding special needs participants, unit leaders and ISTs. It will be easier for us to prepare if we have information in advance. Please let us know of your contingent’s unique situation by email to special.needs24wsj@gmail.com. All information received about individual participants will be treated confidentially.

Please note that the WSJ 2019 will not provide or rent out any equipment. Contingents and individuals have to make their own arrangements if they require special equipment.

Our team is looking forward to making the jamboree a great experience for all!